Press Release
Pacific Life Re are Pleased to Announce the Appointment of Dr Rob Rosa to
their Chief Medical Officer Panel
London, 14th March 2018 – Pacific Life Re is pleased to announce the appointment of Dr

Rob Rosa to their expert panel of Chief Medical Officers (CMOs).
Dr Rosa has worked across the insurance industry for over 10 years as a Chief
Medical Officer. He graduated from the University of Wales College of Medicine in
Cardiff in 1999, and achieved Merit in the membership examinations with the Royal
College of General Practitioners in 2006. Formerly Senior Partner of an inner city
Primary Care Centre in the south of England, he was previously appointed as
an Undergraduate Clinical GP Tutor and Examiner at the University of Southampton
School of Medicine. Under Dr Rosa’s leadership his practice achieved high quality
and outcome framework scores for patients with all chronic diseases and
consistently delivered on NHS targets. He left clinical practice to concentrate fully
on insurance medicine in 2017, but has maintained his interest in teaching and
education.
Carl Padget, Head of Underwriting and Claims for Pacific Life Re Europe said: "I am
delighted that Rob will be providing his support and knowledge to our underwriting
and claims team. As our claims book matures, Rob's expertise and experience in
long-term disability claims will prove invaluable.”
Carl also added "I am also very excited that Rob will be involved in the
development of our client training material. His skills in this area will be a fantastic
addition to our overall underwriting and claims proposition in the UK and Ireland."
Rob brings a GP approach to underwriting and claims handling and specialises in
functional cases with psychological elements. He has commented and presented
widely on how NHS changes and primary care behaviours affect the insurance
industry and has helped develop systems to improve the return of clinical
information.
Rob commented: “I am thrilled to join Pacific Life Re and look forward to working
with the underwriting and claims team as they continue to build on the level of
technical expertise they provide their clients and expand their proposition further.”

About Pacific Life Re
Pacific Life Re works with clients in Europe, Asia, Australia, and North America to
manage their mortality, longevity, and morbidity risk. Pacific Life Re Limited is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Pacific LifeCorp, and is regulated by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and the Financial Conduct Authority.
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